Effect of cholesterol and other sterols on human sperm acrosomal responsiveness.
Human sperm become responsive to inducers of the acrosome reaction when they are washed free of seminal plasma and incubated in an appropriate medium. Previous work has shown that cholesterol-enriched medium prevents sperm from becoming responsive to the inducer, progesterone. Sperm that were incubated 24 hr in cholesterol-enriched medium and then treated with progesterone showed no evidence of membrane fusion, indicating that cholesterol acts at a stage before the earliest morphological change. Inhibition of acrosomal responsiveness by cholesterol was reversible. Among other sterols reported in mammalian sperm, desmosterol and cholesterol sulfate also inhibited sperm from becoming responsive, but cholesterol palmitate did not. Our results support a model in which sperm unesterified cholesterol, or a molecule in equilibrium with it, suppresses acrosomal responsiveness. Cholesterol-enriched medium also prevented sperm from becoming responsive to the calcium/proton exchanging ionophore, ionomycin, suggesting that cholesterol's effect may be, at least in part, at a point in the signal transduction pathway subsequent to the rise in intracellular-free calcium.